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Abstract—The purpose of Grid computing is to utilize computational power of idle resources which are distributed in different areas. Given the grid dynamism and its decentralization resources, there is a need for an efficient scheduler for scheduling applications. Since task scheduling includes in the NP-hard problems various researches have focused on invented algorithms especially the genetic ones. But since genetic is an inherent algorithm which searches the problem space globally and does not have the efficiency required for local searching, therefore, its combination with local searching algorithms can compensate for this shortcomings. The aim of this paper is to combine the genetic algorithm and GELS (GA-GELS) as a method to solve scheduling problem by which simultaneously pay attention to two factors of time and number of missed tasks. Results show that the proposed algorithm can decrease makespan while minimizing the number of missed tasks compared with the traditional methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GRID computing systems have become popular for the resolution of larg-scale complex problems from science, engineering, finance, etc. As larg-scale infrastructures for parallel and distributed computing systems, grids enable the virtualization of a whole range of resource, despite their high degree of heterogeneity. Thus, different type of grid systems have been define. Such systems are currently comprising computational grids, desktop grids, enterprise grids, scavenging grids, data grids, etc. In fact, computational grids(CGS) were the first to address the resolution of complex problems from e-science. They are also useful in solving the problems, arising in meteorology, industry, physics, medicine, finance, etc, for witch grid-enabled solutions have made possible to achieve breakthroughs in their resolution time[1]. In order to accomplish a job requiring larg-scale computation over a distributed systems, it is difficult to have a fair judgment on which dispatching method leads to optimal solution. However, mapping independent tasks on to a heterogeneous computing(HC) suite is a well-known NP-Complete problem[2].By regarding to this problem and grid extension and its dynamics, hence, deterministic algorithms can’t involve appropriate efficiency for solving this problem. Therefore, much research was done on heuristic methods. The most of these methods try to minimize Makespan. Many heuristic algorithms were suggested for task scheduling in grid, such as: HSPN [3], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [4], Simulated Annealing (SA) [5], or Tabu Search (TS) [6]. Among them, Genetic Algorithm is the best heuristic method, because it is parallel inherently and it can search problem space in several aspects simultaneously. Since, convergence of Genetic Algorithm is slow to global optimization and also its instability has been proved in different implementation of algorithm which Genetic Algorithm efficiency can be improved by combination with the other algorithms. In this research, the combination of Genetic Algorithm and GELS, are used. Since, Genetic Algorithm is weak in local search and it is strong in global search and versus, GELS is a local search algorithm by imitation of gravitational attraction, so it is strong in local search and it is weak in global search. For solving grid scheduling problem the combination of benefits of these two algorithms was used. In this paper, static scheduling algorithm was presented for solving scheduling problem of independent tasks in grid. The word “Static Scheduling” means that all necessary data about tasks, resources, the number of resources, Should be specified before implementation. The advantage of being static is that no overhead is exerted on the system. In this algorithm, in addition to decreasing Makespan, the Quality of Service (QOS) was tried to be regarded that their missed tasks are decreased by finished deadlines. In the second section, previous related works in this field are described briefly. In the third section tasks scheduling problem was described. In the 4 and 5 sections, intelligent Genetic Algorithm and GELS algorithm, were described respectively. In fifth section the proposed algorithm is described in details. The proposed algorithm is compared with several similar algorithms, and then conclusion and the future works are mentioned in last section. In continuous, was described every section generally.

II. RELATED WORKS

Genetic Algorithm in [7] was presented to solve the scheduling problem of dependent tasks in which the population quantity and the number of generation are depended on the number of tasks. Comparing to traditional Genetic Algorithm, this work which the number of its iteration is stable for any task, has the advantage if the number of tasks is low, so long computational time was not used and if the number of tasks is much the probability of finding the appropriate solutions is provided through further repetition of algorithm. Also, SA was used to decrease the time of calculations. In [8], Genetic Algorithm was presented for scheduling of independent tasks in which the heuristic
initialization of initial population using MCT (Minimum Completion time) Algorithm that lead to shortening the search time and making the convergence faster. By regarding to the large capability of SA in finding local optimized conclusions. In [9] combination of local search algorithm were used for scheduling by using of SA and global search by genetic (GSA). In this approach, if in each generation, changed chromosomes by genetic operator don’t improve comparing to previous generation they are affected by SA and are likely accepted for the next generation and this work lead to increase search efficiency, further convergence rate and ran of local minimum. In [10], some modification have been in Genetic Algorithm to improve the scheduling efficiency. These changes are consisted of the combination of Greedy algorithms with Genetic Algorithm to minimize tasks start-time until at the end, Makespan is minimized. Also it can use idle times of processors. In this algorithm, two fitness functions were used. In the first function, it was searched for chromosomes with the shortest Makespan and in the second section, it was researched for the most appropriate chromosomes in the respect of load balance. RFOH algorithm was presented in [11] which in addition to try for decrease Makespan, it is tried to increase fault tolerance comparing to previous methods. Thus, the failures in resources are stored in GIS until when broker has tasks for scheduling, it uses these data in fitness function of Genetic Algorithm until it can find resources in which the probability of faults incidence is less.In [12], the Genetic Algorithm is presented in which both QOS parameters including time and cost were regarded simultaneously and because these two parameters are in conflict each other and they can’t improve together simultaneously and one improvement leads to efficiency decrease in the other, it gives weight to each parameter as the weighing is done by user as each of the parameters has more value for the user gives more weight and the other gives less weight, or weighting is happened randomly. In [13], the Genetic Algorithm is presented in which chaotic variables were used instead of random variables for chromosomes production. This work lead to distributing of solutions in the whole search space and avoid from local minimums, the best solutions and production are obtained in the shorter time. In [14], the Genetic Algorithm was combined with hill-climbing algorithm to repair the chromosomes. This work lead to change invalid individual in each generation until they become valid individual in new population. GELS algorithm in [15] was used for resource reservation and scheduling of independent task, hence, in objective function, if one resource can’t perform a task in its defined deadline, it changes the resources and allocate task to the other resource for executing. Simulation conclusions show that this algorithm decreases makespan comparing to genetic. In previous methods, decreasing of the whole time of implementation was further regarded and the number of missed tasks and load balance problem beside time decreasing were not regarded in any ones. In proposed algorithm, it was tried to regard to those three parameters simultaneously. Also, regarding that genetic is weak in local searching and with combining it with local searching algorithms it was tried to improve its weak. In proposed algorithm, the combination of Genetic Algorithm and GELS algorithm was used by regarding that GELS algorithm is searches the space problem well and find better solutions comparing to the other local searching algorithms such as hill-climbing, SA &.

III. SCHEDULING PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The scheduling problem of independent tasks is a NP-hard problem that consist of N tasks and M machines. Each task should be processed by each M machine, as the Makespan is minimized. Here, we have just regarded to one of the QOS parameter which is time constraint and we have ignored the cost. In other word, we have introduced a Deadline (D) for every task as each task should end its implementation before ending D. Each task can be only implemented on one resource and it is not stopped before finalizing its implementation. We use the expected time to compute (ETC) matrix model which was described in [16]. Since the proposed scheduling algorithm is as static, we have supposed that expected implementation time for each task, \( i \), on each resources \( j \), was determined before and was set on ETC matrix, \( \text{ETC}[i, j] \). Also, ready time \( \text{Ready}[M] \), is a time when the machine M has finished its previous task. Here, Makespan is equal to maximum complete time, \( \text{Completion}_{\text{Time}}[i,j] \) (Equation 1).

\[
\text{Makespan}=\max(\text{Completion\_Time}[i,j]) \quad (1) \quad \{1 \leq i \leq N, 1 \leq j \leq M\}
\]

As \( \text{Completion\_Time}[i, j] \) is equal to the time that task \( i \) is ended on resource \( j \) and is calculated to Equation(2):

\[
\text{Completion\_Time}[i,j]=\text{Ready}[M]+\text{ETC}[i,j] \quad (2)
\]

The purpose of scheduling is that each task should be sent to each resource so that finally Makespan and the number of missed tasks is minimized.

IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM

In 1975, Holland [17] introduced the use of Genetic Algorithm for a optimality process for the first time. Later in 1989, this approach was completed by Goldberg[18]. The invention of this algorithm as an optimization algorithm had been based on Darwinian natural completion and was established based on a strong math theory. This can be applied in the problems which has large searching space, because in this approach unlike single-path approaches, the problem space was searched comprehensively and there will be less possibility for convergence at a local optimized point. Another advantage of this algorithm is that there is no limitation for optimized function such as derived variability, linkage and etc. Also, it can be used in various problems such as linear, nonlinear, continuous, discrete, and it was simply adaptive with various problems.

V. GRAVITATIONAL EMULATION LOCAL SEARCH(GELS)

In 1995, Voudouris and his colleagues [19]suggested GLS algorithm for searching in a searching space and NP-hard solution for the first time. In 2004, Webster [20] presented it as a strong algorithm and called it GELS algorithm. This algorithm is based on gravitational attraction and it imitates
the process of nature for searching within a searching space. Each response has different neighbours which can categorize based on a criteria which is depended on the problem. Obtained neighbours in each group are called neighbours in that dimension. For each dimension, a primary velocity was defined which each dimension has much primary velocity has more appropriate response for problem. GELS algorithm calculated gravitation force within responses in a searching space in two ways. In the first method, a response is selected from local neighbour space of current response and the gravitation force between these two response was calculated. In the second method, the gravitation force among all of the neighbour responses in a neighbour space of current response was calculated and it is not limited to one response. In the movement into searching space, GELS algorithm implements in two methods: the first method is allowed movement from current response to in local neighbour spaces of current response. The second method is allowed movement to the responses out of local neighbour spaces of current response in addition to allowed neighbour responses of current response. Each of these transference methods can be applied with each accounting methods gravitation force, thus, four models are created for GELS algorithm. In 2007[21], Blachandar used of GELS algorithm for solving Traveller Sales Problem (TSP) and compared it with the other algorithms such as Hill-climbing, SA. Conclusions showed that when the size of problem is smaller, all of algorithms are worked similarly, but when the size of problem is larger, GELS algorithm obtained better conclusions comparing to the other algorithms.

5.1. Parameters used in GELS algorithm

(a) Max velocity: Defines the maximum value that any element within the velocity vector can have used to prevent velocities that became too large to use.
(b) Radius: Sets the radius value in the gravitational force formula; used to determine how quickly the gravitational force can increase (or) decrease.
(c) Iterations: Defines a number of iterations of the algorithm that will be allowed to complete before it is automatically terminated (used to ensure that the algorithm will terminate).
(d) Pointer: It is used to identify the direction of movement of the elements in the vectors.

5.2. Gravitational force (GF)

GELS algorithm uses the formula for the gravitational force between the two solutions as

\[ F = G \frac{(CU - CA)}{R^2} \]

where

\[ G = 6.672 \] (Universal constant of gravitation)
\[ CU = \text{objective function value of the current solution} \]
\[ CA = \text{objective function value of the candidate solution} \]
\[ R = \text{value of radius parameter} \]

VI. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The efficiency of Genetic Algorithm is highly depended on the style of chromosomes presentation. Here, a simple method was used to present chromosomes in order to simplify the work of crossover and mutation operators. For encoding the chromosomes natural numbers were used. As the numbers inside the genes are random numbers within 1 to M. Chromosomes length are assumed as task number. Figure 1 shows a simple of the chromosomes style. As it is shown in the figure, for example, task4, 4, is implemented on resource4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Chromosome presentation

Initial Population: Initial population is created randomly. As a source is selected randomly, until the considered task is implemented on it.

Fitness Function: The basic purpose of task scheduling is that the makespan can be minimized. This time equals to total required time until the whole input tasks complete their implementation. It is noted that this time should be always equals or smaller than Max Deadline (MD) among all tasks. In proposed method, a solution is more appropriate for task scheduling problem that in addition to decreasing makespan the number of missed tasks are minimized in it. The other problem which is regarded here is load balancing. Since a solution maybe found that its makespan and the number of its missed tasks are appropriate, but its load balancing on sources isn't appropriate so this factor is considered in fitness function for estimating the solutions. Equation 3 shows the accounting of fitness function.

\[ \text{Fitness}(ch_i) = \frac{1}{\text{makespan}(ch_i)} + \frac{1}{\text{miss}_\text{task} \times \text{MD}} + \frac{1}{\text{LB}_i} \] (3)

In this equation, miss_task is the number of tasks which was missing in chromosomei. MD is maximum deadline amount within all tasks. LB, refers to the CPU load balancing. As the equation shown, however maximum Makespan amount and the number of missed tasks is less, so fitness function is more and it is presented that was being more apparent chromosomes.

Select Operation: Here, tournament operator was used to choose the chromosomes. After accounting the fitness of each chromosomes, a chromosome which has more fitness than the others is selected for applying combination operators on it.

Crossover operation: The crossover operator used in this algorithm is a basic two-point crossover which works as follows: Two random chromosomes were selected by previous phase and exchanges a random part of those.

Combination Operator: Since in mutation operator, the points which the changes are applied on this are chosen randomly, so in proposed method instead of this operator, chromosomes changes were done through GELS algorithm for making the neighbour solutions. Because the changing ways in this algorithm isn't mere randomly. When each chromosome was selected by previous phase, was controlled by GELS algorithm until the solution of its neighbour was obtained. Each gene of chromosome is considered as a dimension of the problem. In fact the problem’s dimensions are just the neighbouring solutions which are obtained by changing the current solution. Initial velocity is given to each of the
problem’s dimensions that is done randomly and ranges from 1 to the maximum of the initial velocity. A gene which have more velocity was selected and its values was changed randomly with the number 1 to M. After that, fitness amount is calculated using Equation 3. If candidate solution is improved comparing to current solution, it is substituted to its parent chromosomes in new population. Nevertheless, it is not copied in new population. Then, the amount of the force between candidate solution and current solution is calculated using Equation 4 and its amount is added to primary velocity vector related to the dimension which the candidate response is obtained from it until its primary velocity vector is updated.

\[ F = G \times \frac{\text{Fitness}(\text{candidate\_chrom}) - \text{Fitness}(\text{current\_chrom})}{R^2} \] (4)

Finalizing Conditions: Algorithm is finished when the primary velocity equal to zero for all dimensions or the number of algorithm iteration received to its maximum number. Figure 2 shows GA-GELS pseudo code.

1. Initial the K number of chromosome
2. Evaluates all individuals in the population using equation(4)
3. Dimensioning (n)
4. Velocity_Vector[1..n]=Initial velocity for each Dimension()
5. While(i<=max_iteration or Velocity_Vector[...]!=0){
6. /* select K/2 chromosomes using the tournament selection from K chromosomes*/
7. Crossover the selected chromosomes
8. Direction=max(Velocity_Vector[...])
9. Selected chromosomes set as current_chrom and make candidate_chrom with direction
10. If(Fitness(candidate_chrom)> Fitness(current_chrom))

Fig. 2 GA-GELS pseudo code

VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

The GA-GELS is implemented using java software on hardware with these characteristics: CPU 2.66GHZ, 4GB RAM, Win XP operating system. In proposed algorithm has been assumed PC=0.98, PM= 0.05. The amounts of primary velocity vector for chromosome was assumed among 1 to the whole number of tasks, randomly. Conclusions of Simulation of comparison among proposed algorithm (GA-GELS) and GELS, Genetic, GSA algorithm were shown in figures 3, 4.

In Figure 3, a diagram is shown in which the number of tasks was scheduled between 20 and 60 on 20 resources using considered algorithms. As it is shown, if the number of tasks increased, Makespan is increased too. Within the scheduled algorithm it is showed that the proposed algorithm produces less Makespan comparing to the other.

In Figure 4, the algorithms are compared together from missing rate of tasks view. In designed diagram, the fitness amount is against to the rate of missed tasks. Since the diagram is shown, whatever fitness amount is increased, the rate of missed tasks is decreased. It means that the number of missed tasks are decreased as a result of completion of their Makespan. The figure shows that GA-GELS has less missed tasks comparing to above mentioned algorithms.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel task scheduling method based on hybrid Genetic and GELS(GA-GELS) algorithm to solve grid scheduling problem to minimize makespan and missed task. Each chromosome represents a feasible solution. Local searching algorithms such as hill-climbing, SA,...always move to the solutions with better amount of purpose function and they search the problem space randomly. Although GELS algorithm have special behavior of greedy algorithms, but it doesn’t always move to a solution with better amount of purpose function directly, but it works by examining existed solutions. Although, GELS algorithm have some random elements in itself but it doesn’t always move within them in the same way that is why it doesn’t stop on local optimal solution. By combining GELS algorithm advantages with genetic, convergence velocity and finding optimum response in genetic were improved. The proposed algorithm was compared to the other algorithms and the simulation conclusions showed that the GA-GELS produced less Makespan comparing the other algorithms and also it decreases the number of missed tasks.
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